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Turbulence
or, ‘the underlying forces usually hidden’

a Living Room Opera in three scenes
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i from a state of quietness
ii sudden transitions
iii a critical point
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Daughter: Anneli Bjorasen
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Therefore … love your solitude and try to sing out with the pain it causes you. For those
who are near you are far away … and this shows that the space around you is beginning to
grow vast. … Don’t expect any understanding; but believe in a love that is being stored up
for you like an inheritance, and have faith that in this love there is a strength and a
blessing so large that you can travel as far as you wish without having to step outside it.
Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters to a Young Poet

Turbulence libretto extract— Mother and Daughter:
i from a state of quietness
Mother

Yes, the act of giving birth is arguably
the major event in a life,
also intuitively appealing.

Daughter

the theory is beautiful in its self-consistency

Mother

Given the puzzling and violent nature of energy released,

Daughter

brute force as a matter of fact

Mother

the emergence of consciousness,
degrees of freedom,
the progressive accelerating ascent,

Daughter

the more warning one gets,
there is a threshold that can be calculated

Mother

tremors or vibrations,

Daughter

absence, fracture and fatigue

Mother

come together in one critical instant

Daughter

loom over and shape the psychological state

Mother

—the explosion to infinity—

Daughter

all three create the potential for extreme behaviour

Mother

the explosion to infinity of a normally behaved quantity
starting at the highest level from the mother!
The universe of conceivable irrational behaviour patterns
is much larger than the set of rational patterns.

Daughter

allowing for irrationality opens a Pandora’s box of ad hoc stories
the main story we are telling is the vulnerability of civilisations
the fight between order and disorder
normal times, normal times are when disorder wins

Daughter

we are taught that it is out of reach
from a fundamental point of view

Mother

Well, cracks make the problem more subtle.

Daughter

it is a curious fact that the agents typically
do not know each other

Mother

What is the law if any?
Of course one of the parameters is the time of failure.

Daughter

the only way to decide
is to test for the existence of critical behaviour
let them evolve in time

Mother

Has human nature changed?

Daughter

another curious fact: the rules for the interactions are presumed
identifiable and known
in the long run our personal lives are shaped
by a few key decisions or events

Daughter

for the real earth …
for the real earth we do not know yet

Mother

[aria ‘For those who are near you are far away’]
sky as blue as a baby’s eye
sea as blue as a baby’s eye
acres of soft sand
solitude
lungs keep filling, filling
give me this—
a child’s trust
belief in a love
stored up as Rilke says
like an inheritance
sky as blue as a baby’s eye
sea as blue as a baby’s eye
acres of soft sand
solitude

ii sudden transitions
Mother
Mother
& Daughter

lungs keep filling, filling
And external factors affecting the mother always

Mother

Even the most thorough postmortem analyses are typically
inconclusive.

always
ruin the lives of some of them.

Daughter

in a single season, as a matter of fact

Mother

Though the few important things like health, love and work,
which account for our happiness,
have been shown to provide healing.

Mother

We are probably at the beginning of our understanding of it ...

Daughter

the underlying forces are usually hidden
by an almost perfect balance

Mother

External factors, certainly … . How can one
unravel this complexity?

End of libretto extract

